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ABSTRACT
With the flourishing of various Web applications, the Internet has
become one of the most important means to access news. Accord-
ing to one investigation, in the population of Internet users, 78.5%
are looking for news. Unfortunately, although the Internet provides
a platform for easily sharing information, it also brings a fast ex-
plosion of the news data. It leads to the fact that people spend more
and more time to digest the data. Can we design new ways to help
the users quickly understand and explore the news data? Informa-
tion retrieval is one way, but it is insufficient.

In this paper, we propose a flexible topic-driven framework, namely
NewsInsight, for news exploration. This framework innovatively
integrates a probabilistic topic model, graphical data analysis, and
natural language processing. It performs news mining at the topic
level and presents news information with topics, entities (e.g., peo-
ple, organization, and events), and relations derived from the news
data. Based on this framework, we have developed a system which
can help people to understand and explore news from multiple di-
mensions. The trial operation of the system has worked at Xinhua
News Agency, one of the biggest news publishers in China. Feed-
back from users shows that the system has achieved its primary
objectives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Text Mining; H.2.8
[Database Management]: Database Applications

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence and rapid proliferation of Web applications,

in particular social Web applications, such as content providing
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sites (e.g., Yahoo!, CNN.com, WallStreet), social sharing sites (Digg,
Wikipedia, Facebook, MySpace), and blogs (e.g., Blogger, Word-
Press, LiveJournal), and microblogs (e.g., Twitter, Jaiku), to men-
tion a few, there is little doubt that we are facing an era of data
explosion. News, as one of the most common means for sharing
information, has already become necessary for most people in their
daily life. A statistic from CNNIC shows that about 234 millions
users in China(78.5% of all Chinese Internet users) rely on the In-
ternet to acquire news information. Statistics also unveil that peo-
ple are spending more and more time to digest news data, due to the
fast explosion of the volume of the data. Therefore, there is a clear
need for methods and techniques to help users to easily understand
and explore news data.

Prior work on news mining/management can be mainly catego-
rized into two classes: document based and word based [6]. The
former takes each news item as a unit and aims to organize the
news into a well-defined structure. For example, classification and
clustering techniques have been used to classify the news into pre-
defined or automatically discovered categories. The latter work,
i.e., word based, mainly focuses on the word level, for example
discovering the high frequency terms or identifying the hot query
keywords. Unfortunately, these methods are insufficient for explor-
ing news. Recently, Microsoft has developed a system, called Ren-
lifang1, to mine the relationship between people extracted from the
news. However, it still does not consider in-depth analysis of the
news insights, for example, how to extract the 5W1H (When, What,
Who, Where, Why, and How) [5] information from news, how to
automatically discover the topics presented in the news, how to de-
sign a schema to formally describe the extracted information, and
how to visualize the information of multiple different views discov-
ered from news.

We argue that such an in-depth analysis is the core function that
is missing in many existing news mining systems. 5W1H are the
basic elements of news. Topic discovery can uncover what a news
item talks about, and identify which news documents talk about the
same topic. With this discovered information, a news reader can
first have a view of what topics are presented in today’s news. He
can zoom in on a preferred topic and take a look at the major el-
ements (5W1H) in the topic. Essentially, he first gets summarized
information on the topic. If he is really interested in the topic, he
can finally take a close look at the news most related to the topic.
Similarly, the in-depth analysis can also benefit many other appli-
cations such as news event detection.

To achieve the above goals, we propose a flexible topic-driven
framework for news exploration, namely NewsInsight. The key
features of NewsInsight are the following:

1http://renlifang.msra.cn



• NewsInsight presents a unified framework for news explo-
ration, while previous news mining work usually deals with
the different issues in a separated way;

• Topics, entities and relations are proposed to represent the
news in a statistical and semantic way, which can support
multi-view exploration for news;

• A visualization engine provides an intuitively and lively graph-
ical user interface to access news.

2. NEWSINSIGHT
NewsInsight is a topic-driven analysis and visualization tool that

offers both overview and in-depth exploration techniques for news
data.

2.1 Formulation
The goal of NewsInsight is to provide a comprehensive analysis

of news data. First we introduce some terminology and definitions,
then define the topic-driven news analysis problem.

Topic model: Generally, a news document usually consists of
multiple topics. For example, a financial news document may be
about topics including “American economy collapsing”, “How the
US government deals with the problem”, and “Effect of the collapse
on the US financial system”. Formally, for each newsd ∈ D, we
associate a vectorθd ∈ R

T of T -dimensional topic distribution
(
∑

t θdt = 1). Each elementθdt is the probability of the news
document describing the topict.

Entity: Entities are the key components to identify the 5W1H
in news. We define four kinds of entity: Time, Person, Location
and Organization. Person and Organization represent “Who” and
“What”, Location "Where", and Time "When", respectively. Nor-
mally, there are multiple entities in one news document. We define
the entities which satisfyp(ei|z) ≥ ε as relevant entities to the
topicz.

Relation: Topics and entities are not independent of each other
in news documents. Relations between them can help people un-
derstand what topics and entities are related and how they are re-
lated. We consider three kinds of relations: topic correlation, entity
relation and the relation between topics and entities. They are de-
fined asR = {(φ, L, oi, oj)}, whereoi andoj can be the topic or
entity, andφ andL are the weight and label of the relation.

The formulation provides a way to explore news data from mul-
tiple different views such as the major topics, the hot entities and
their relations discussed in the news. Benefiting from the multiple
views, the user can either quickly understand the main idea or gain
a detailed insight of the news data.

Based on the above concepts, we define the tasks of topic-driven
news exploration as follows: Given a set of news documentsD =

{di}
|D|
i=1

, how to extract the topic distribution for each news doc-
ument? How to identify the relations between entities (or topics)?
How to discover the change trend of topics and the entities? Fur-
ther, how to visualize the discovered topic-level analysis results?

2.2 Architecture
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the NewsInsight system. The

system consists of four main components.

1. Preprocessing: it includes two main sub-components: tok-
enization and stop word filtering. For English text, tokeniza-
tion is done by separating the text using symbols like space,
line break, and period. For Chinese text, tokenization would
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Figure 1: Architecture of NewInsight.

be a bit difficult. We use a tool called ICTCLAS[4]2 to tok-
enize the Chinese text. After tokenization, we also identify
the named entities such as Time, Person, Organization, and
Location. Stop word filtering is to remove the high frequency
words such as “a” and “the”. For the Chinese text, it removes
empty words, modal words, and some adverbs.

2. Topic modeling: this is the basic component in the system.
Theoretically, the topic information can be obtained in many
different ways. For example, one can use the predefined cat-
egories for each news item as the topic information. In ad-
dition, we can use statistical topic models [3][1] to automat-
ically extract topics from the news data.

3. Topical analysis engine: based on the extracted topic model,
the analysis engine performs the comprehensive understand-
ing for news data from different granularities. It has four
main functions. It can derive the analysis for topics and
entities respectively; it calculates the relations between top-
ics, entities, the relations between topics and entities; and it
can model the change trends of different topics and entities.
After analysis, we can organize the news documents from
three different levels of data(documents and words), abstrac-
tion(topics, entities and relations) and navigation(connecting
news documents with topics, entities and relations).

4. Visualization engine: this presents the discovered topic model
and the topical analysis results to the end users in a visualized
view. Basically, it includes three types of views: overview
view, entity and relation view, topic and entity trend view.
The overview view provides a topic based overview infor-
mation of the news data. The entity and relation view shows
the named entities extracted from the news and the relations
between them, while the topic and entity trend view gives
their change trend.

2.3 Topic Modeling
We employ LDA [1] to model the topics of news documents. In-

tuitively, in the topic model, each news document is generated by
following a stochastic process: first the author would decide what
topicz to write according top(z|d), which is the topic distribution
of the document. Then a wordwdi is selected to represent the se-
mantics of the topicz according to the word distribution of the topic
p(w|z). Thus, for training the model, the task is to estimate the
parameters: (1) the distributionθ of |D| document-topics and the
distributionφ of |T | topic-words; (2) the corresponding topiczdi

for each wordwdi in the documentd. We use Gibbs sampling for
2http://www.nlp.org.cn/project/project.php?proj_id=6
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Figure 2: News topics and Correlations.

parameter estimation. For details, please refer to [2]. After Gibbs
sampling, we can use the sampled topics for words to estimate the
probability of a topic given a documentθdz and the probability of
a word given a topicφzv.

2.4 Topical Analysis
In topical analysis, we develop three components and implement

a corresponding tool to visualize the analysis results. To better il-
lustrate our work, we use the financial news about “economic cri-
sis” from Sina.com3 as an example in this paper.

News Topics and Correlations
After topic modeling, we getp(z|d) andp(w|z). Now, a com-

mon, major challenge in applying such topic models to any text
mining problem is to label a topic model accurately so that a user
can interpret the discovered topics. So far, such labels have been
generated manually in a subjective way. However, it is not only
time-consuming but also inaccurate.

In NewsInsight, for labeling a topic, we first select 20 words with
high generative probabilitiesp(w|z) for the topic as the candidates
S1. Then, based onS1, we generate the setS2 of word bigrams
by combining words inS1 according to the predefined patterns.
Typically, in topic labeling, we mainly consider noun phrases and
verb phrases to be the candidate labels. Next, we calculate a score
for each candidate label inS2 by:

Score
i(~w) =

∑

w∈~w

p(w|zi) · tf
i(w) · idf−i(w) (1)

where,tf i(w) denotes the frequency of candidatew occurring in
all documents relevant to topiczi, andidf−i(w) is the inverse of
frequency ofw occurring in all documents of other topics except
topic zi. Finally, we select the label with the maximalScorei(~w)
as the label for topiczi.

For approximating the correlation between topics, we use a cosine-
similarity based method to define the correlation between topics.

Sim(zi, zj) =

∑V
k=1

p(wk|zi)p(wk|zj)
√

∑V
k=1

p(wk|zi)2
∑V

k=1
p(wk|zj)2

(2)

Figure 2 gives the visualization of topics and the relations be-
tween them. The red circle denotes the topic and the weighted
edges between circles denote the relations between them. The larger
the circle is, the hotter the topic. The thicker the line between top-
ics, the stronger the relation they have. Users can get the overview
3http://finance.sina.com.cn/zt/index.html

and understand the main content of the news documents from the
point of view of topics. They can know what topics are described
in the news documents and know the relations between topics. As
shown in Figure 2, we know that “7KNX”(Financial system)
and “{I�?”(American Government) are two hot topics. We
can find that the topic “{I²L”(American Economy) relates
to the topic “²LPò”(Economic recession), which may result
in that “{I�?”(American Government) makes strategies to
“e-²L”(Jump-start Economy). We can also find that hot en-
tities relevant to “7Ki+”(Finance Supervision) are “��d
�”(Alan Greenspan), “ö½�”(Jiang Dingzhi), “�.ËH�”(Ben
Bernanke), etc.

Entities and Relations
In the NewsInsight system, we include four kinds of named en-

tities. They are person (PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG)
and time (TIM). The entity information is obtained using a lan-
guage shallow processing tool. After obtaining the entity informa-
tion, we focus on estimating the weight of relations between entities
and extracting the relations’ labels to represent the semantics of the
relations.

Based on the learned topic model, we can getp(e|z) which rep-
resents the probability of entitye given topicz. The weight of
relations between two entities is defined as:

Sim(ei, ej) =

∑K

k=1
p(zk|ei)p(zk|ej)

√

∑K

k=1
p(zk|ei)2

∑K

k=1
p(zk|ej)2

(3)

with p(zk|ei) =
p(ei|zk) · p(zk)

p(ei)
(4)

wherep(zk) is the probability of the topic occurring in all news
documents;p(ei) denotes the probability of the entity.

The other sub task is to determine the label of the relation. Our
basic idea is to extract a subset of key words that are highly rele-
vant to both of the entities to represent their relation. Formally, we
denote this asF (~w‖r(ei, ej)), which is calculated as:

F (~w‖r(ei, ej)) = arg max
~w

∑

wk∈~w

Sim(wk, ei) · Sim(wk, ej) (5)

whereSim(wk, ej) is calculated by Eq.3. The number of extracted
words ~w for a relationr(ei, ej) is tentatively set as 3. We can
extract the label of relation between entities and topics in a similar
way.

0.80

0.75

Figure 3: Entities and relations.

Figure 3 illustrates the visualized result for entities and their re-
lations, where yellow triangles, blue squares and green stars repre-



Figure 4: Change trend of example topics.

sent person (PER), location (LOC) and organization (ORG) respec-
tively, and edges between them denote the relations between enti-
ties. For example, as shown in Figure 3, “p�.��B”(Rick Wag-
ner), “MÔ.;.|”(Alan Mulally) and “ÛËA.B��|”(Robert
Nardelli) are three persons who have strong relations. They are re-
lated via “ð��”(Automobile Industry) and “�1(”(Executive
Officer). By further exploring the news documents with these rela-
tions, they are three CEOs for different international motor compa-
nies respectively (GM, Ford, and Chrysler).

Change Trend of Topics and Entities
Based on the discovered topic models, we conduct an analysis

of the topic life cycles and entity dynamics. Figure 4 plots the
occurring probability of four topics from the news data at different
times. Figure 5 plots the occurring probability of three entities at
different times.

From these two figures, we can see several interesting patterns.
For example, as shown in Figure 4, in the mid of November of
2008, the news documents are mainly about the topic “²LP
ò”(Economic recession). Soon, after one week, the news start
to talk about the topic “e-²L”(Jump-start Economy). More-
over, in the period of economic recession, there are many times that
the topic “|ÇeN”(Rate cut) is highlighted in news documents,
while with the continuing recession, not only do many governments
set policies for stimulus, but also many big companies start to lay
off employees.

Figure 5 also reflects some popular topic trends. For example, in
the end of 2008, “cnê”(Obama) steadily became a star, espe-
cially when he won the president election. “sáÕ1”(Citibank)
also attracted a lot of attention during the period of economic down-
turn. As we know, the stock of “sáÕ1”(Citibank) reduced to
only 5% of its peak stock value. Over the whole period, “u�
�”(Wall Street) is always in the center of the discussion, which is
clearly reflected in our analysis result (in Figure 5).

3. DEMONSTRATION PLAN
NewsInsight has been implemented in Java and is available at

http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/software/NewsInsight.
The system has been used in the Xinhua agency, one of the biggest
news publishers in China.

We will present our system thoroughly in the demonstration. Par-
ticularly, we will focus on the following aspects.

1. First, we will use a poster to give an overview of the sys-
tem, including the motivation and major issues addressed in
the system. We will introduce the architecture and the main
features of the system.

Figure 5: Change trend of example entities.

2. Next, we will explain how we conduct the topic model for the
news documents. In particular, we will describe in detail how
we incorporate the information of entities and relations into
the topic model. We will present how we identify the label
of each topic and how to estimate the correlation between
topics. We will further introduce how we characterize the
relations between entities and how we capture the change
trends of news topics and entities.

3. We will then demonstrate the visualization functions for each
of the analysis results. We will show how a high-level overview
of the news data is displayed to the user and how an in-depth
view can be obtained if the user is interested in an entity (or
topic).

4. Finally, we will share our thoughts about the strengths and
the weaknesses of the system. We will further discuss plans
for future work on the system.
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